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Overview 
 
The purpose of this document is to demonstrate 
implementation of the new MDE Early Education Student data elements and data 
The corresponding software release is projected for 

The initial data collections for Early Education Student are to occur in two groupings:  the first 
group of Minnesota schools will submit by March 2014 and the se
2014. 

The two main aspects of this demonstration will be
the JMC database and how the data will be collected

It is important to realize that the following demonstration is based 
viewed as a “work in progress” and as such may change at various times throughout the initial 
stages of this new data collection.  JMC will be working closely w
MDE to ensure that the data elements are implemented correctly, that the data collection will be 
formatted correctly and that appropriate validation issues are brought to the user’s attention when 
a data collection is attempted. 

All interested parties are encouraged to give JMC feedback on this implementation of Early 
Education Student by emailing (greg@jmcinc.com
JMC. 

Data Entry 

Early Education Student records may be entered for each student on 
tab labeled Early Education.  Initially the tab will be blank for all students.  To create an Early 
Education Student record, first locate that student on the Student Data page and then click the 
Add Row link in the Early Education tab.  The Earl
similar to Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Initially added Early Education record. 

To edit the record click Edit in the upper left corner of the tab.  A dialog similar to Figure 2 will 
pop up on top of the Student Data page.  You may then make the desired edits and then click 
Update to save your changes. 

 

Figure 2: Editing an Early Education record. 



Data Collection 

Early Education Student records may be exported for each building by selecting  MARSS – 
Early Education – Early Education Student File.  Once this page loads you may see a series of 
validation errors displayed.  If so, you should fix all errors in your data prior to creating an 
upload file for submission to MDE.  Validation errors might include instances of students with 
no MARSS ID or birth date specified or Early Education Student records with no funding source, 
registering person, fee status, or program name specified.  

Once you have fixed all validation issues you may simply click the Create File button on the 
MARSS – Early Education – Early Education Student File  page and your browser will offer you 
options for saving your Early Education Student data as an XML file.  You may then upload this 
XML file to MDE as per their instructions. 

Summary 

JMC clients should find the look and feel of the Early Education Student data elements and data 
collection to be very similar to other student data elements and state reporting data collections.  
Look for a training video on this subject as well as a more detailed version of this documentation 
to be posted on our website in winter 2013-2014. 

The version of JMC software used for this demonstration is our Next Gen web-based software.  
JMC will also be releasing a similar update in our standard (preweb) software in early winter 
2013-2014.  The Early Education Student data elements and collection will be updated as needed 
throughout the initial data collection process, so from time to time you may need to see to it that 
your software gets updated appropriately. 

You may stay up-to-date on JMC’s implementation of Early Education Student by checking our 
website at http://www.jmcinc.com/state_reporting or by emailing specific questions to Greg 
Gilman at greg@jmcinc.com 

For further information on Early Education Student you may refer to MDE resources at: 

http://education.state.mn.us/MDE/SchSup/DataSubLogin/EarlyEducStudent/index.html 

or 

www.tinyurl.com/ecfesr  (referred to as “the Wiki site” by Avisia Whiteman at MDE) 

 

 

 


